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Midwest Cover Releases  Its 2021 Baseball Catalog 
 
Chicago, IL December, 2020 --- Midwest Cover has released its 2021 baseball catalog, which 
highlights its baseball windscreen, padding, and netting products. Promising upgrades for ‘every 
part of your yard’ the catalog has increased both products and pages to better introduce 
customers to its baseball and softball product lines. 
 
“Baseball windscreen has always been our best seller,” says Hettie Hager, Midwest Cover’s 
Sales Manager. “Especially printed baseball windscreen. But over the years our baseball 
product line has grown to the point where we need to put out an annual catalog to help 
customers discover the full range of stadium products.” 
 
Baseball windscreen, whether outfield fence, dugout or elsewhere, has traditionally been one of 
Midwest Cover’s most popular products. Available in over 10 colors, and with multiple material 
grades available, it can be installed in virtually any weather climate. Digital and direct printing 
options allow for baseball windscreen printing within a wide range of budgets. From simple 
baseball windscreen logos to full color graphics, printed baseball windscreen is typically 
considered ‘the best value stadium upgrade’ Midwest Cover offers. 
 
Hager says, “Outfield fence screening with team logos and lettering is easily the most affordable 
way to spruce up a stadium. It looks great, and it last for years. It’s easy to see why baseball 
windscreen is our most popular baseball product.” 
 
Custom fabricated padding from Midwest Cover is another popular stadium upgrade. Whether 
safety wall and fence padding or custom fabricated rail or post padding, Midwest Cover offers 
varying levels of padding thickness, material color, as well printing. 
 
Dugout rail padding is one of the most underrated products as it makes a huge impact on player 
safety as well as improves on field aesthetics. Also I-beam, and foul pole padding, available in 
multiple colors offers both safety and aesthetics to baseball stadiums. 
 
“Printed fence padding I think is a real high value upgrade,” Hager adds. “Not a lot of people 
know you can print on padding, and print expertly logos and lettering, it’s a real upgrade in 
terms of both look and safety of your baseball field.” 
 
Finally, Midwest Cover offers heavy grade, custom fabricated safety netting to improve field 
safety. Available in multiple grades, its the perfect compliment to a stadium upgrade, improving 
fan safety while allowing visitors to see the action on the field clearly. 
 



“As a manufacturer we can provide safety netting to your exact specs,” Hager says. “It’s also 
used for batting cages in and around baseball fields. We offer a couple different grades 
depending on the usage and the weather conditions.” 
 
View and download the updated Midwest Cover Baseball Catalog: 
https://midwestcover.com/see-what-you-can-do-with-midwest-cover-baseball/ 
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